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10-yr simulations (1901-1910), off-line, global, FG2-type
● OLD = FG2.orig3297 (dernière version du trunk)
● NEW = FG2.hs3297 (idem avec hsimple)
● OLD_freeze = FG2.orig3297.freeze (OLD+ok_freeze)
● NEW_freeze = FG2.hs3297.freeze (NEW+ok_freeze)
● NEW_freeze_check = FG2.hs3297.check (NEW+ok_freeze + check_cwrr2)

What has been examined ?
1) hydrol_simple should not change the results (or very weakly)
2) use of check_cwrr2 to check water conservation



  

Test of « hydrol simple »
1) hydrol_simple should not change the results (or very weakly)
Tested over 10-yr means of many water variables using the following template :

OLD NEW-OLD

OLD_freeze NEW_freeze-
OLD_freeze

Without ok_freeze :
● OLD=NEW
● OLD and NEW show a conservation problem in the wettest areas

With ok_freeze :
● The differences between OLD and NEW are small but reveal weird bands
● The bands are not created by NEW, and relate to soil hydrology (not to snow)
● Additional water imbalance in the high latitudes



  

Without ok_freeze, TWBR is about 100 times higher than in summer 2015, with both 
OLD and NEW (mostly from the wettest areas, e.g. Amazonia)

Water imbalance increases a lot with ok_freeze



  

Run performed by AD for the IGEM project : 
● based on rev[2687] + most modifs included in hydrol simple
● different forcing : PGF over 32 years, 12-texture map
● 22 soil layer over 2m, no change in avan and nvan with depth, no « smoothing »
● Mean of TWBR = 1.8E-5 mm/d, with no particularly negative values in wet zones
● OLD : Mean of TWBR = -0.002843 mm/d (factor 100!)  



  

If ok_freeze=, qs_corr receives the excess produced by 
hydrol_soil_smooth_over_mcs => some corrections are needed

If ok_freeze=n, the excess goes to qsb_corr



  

If ok_freeze=n, qsb_corr is activated, but it is zero => oversaturation is not solved by 
« water export » (although the smoothing can change the soil moisture profile)

If ok_freeze, qsb_corr is not activated



  

If drainage <0, it's corrected by a decrease of surface runoff, quantified by qs_corr2
If ok_freeze=n, qs_corr2=0, no negative drainage  

If ok_freeze=y, the model corrected negative drainage … with both OLD and NEW 



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, both OLD and NEW show weird bands (highlighted by the difference)



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, both OLD and NEW show weird bands (highlighted by the difference)



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, both OLD and NEW show weird bands (highlighted by the difference)



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, the difference is very weak except in some very cold points



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, the difference is very weak except in some very cold points



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, weird bands appear on the difference



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, weird bands appear on the difference



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, weird bands appear on the difference



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, weird bands appear on the difference



  

Without ok_freeze, OLD=NEW
With ok_freeze, weird bands appear on the difference



  

Test of « hydrol simple »

Without ok_freeze (NEW) :
● The largest imbalances (wet zones) come from the redistribution phase 

(tridiag+rootsinks+BSE+drainage)

With ok_freeze (both OLD and NEW):
● Additional water imbalance in the high latitudes, related to all tested phases 

but hydrol_soil_smooth_under_mcr

2) using check_cwrr2 to check water conservation
Tested over 10-yr means of many water variables using the following template :

NEW_freeze NEW (no freeze)

OLD_freeze NEW_freeze-
OLD_freeze



  

check_infilt holds the water budget residu of the infiltration phase
- very small without ok_freeze

- significantly larger if ok_freeze (both OLD and NEW) 



  

check_tr holds the water budget residu of the SM redistribution phase 
(tridiag+rootsink+BSE+drainage)

check_tr < 0 if SM decreases more than called by the fluxes (to be double checked)
- without ok_freeze => we loose water in the wettest climates

- same thing with ok_freeze + additional imbalances in the snow areas



  

check_over holds the water budget residu of hydrol_soil_smooth_over_mcs
- without ok_freeze => the correction of oversaturation is not perfectly conservative

- same thing with ok_freeze + additional imbalances in the snow areas



  

check_under holds the water budget residu of hydrol_soil_smooth_under_mcr
- without ok_freeze => larger imbalance than fo rover_mcs, but no systematic pattern

- same thing with ok_freeze + with little difefernces between OLD and new



  

If ok_freeze=, qs_corr receives the excess produced by 
hydrol_soil_smooth_over_mcs => some corrections are needed

If ok_freeze=n, the excess goes to qsb_corr



  

If ok_freeze=n, qsb_corr is activated, but it is zero => oversaturation is not solved by 
« water export » (although the smoothing can change the soil moisture profile)

If ok_freeze, qsb_corr is not activated



  

If drainage <0, it's corrected by a decrease of surface runoff, quantified by qs_corr2
If ok_freeze=n, qs_corr2=0, no negative drainage  

If ok_freeze=y, the model corrected negative drainage … with both OLD and NEW 
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